EVANS VANODINE
DISPENSER DOSING SYSTEMS

SUPER CONCENTRATES
WHY CHOOSE A DOSING SYSTEM?
The demand for improved efficiency and outstanding results has led Evans Vanodine to develop a range of chemical auto and manual
dosing equipment systems. These focus on reducing your total cleaning operation costs, including energy and water consumption. They
also reduce packaging waste and product consumption.
The Evans e:Dose super concentrated formulas and dispensing equipment provide exact dosing and safe handling for hygienically clean
kitchens, washrooms, dishware, glassware and laundry.

EVO ONE

Manual dosing

The Evo One is an innovative, compact, push-pump chemical dosing
unit, which delivers an accurate dose of concentrate product into
bottles and buckets. The unit is easy to use, reducing waiting time for
operatives. Dosage can be adjusted from 5 - 30ml, in increments of
5ml, delivering optimum cost in use.

LOCKABLE CABINET

No plumbing is required to install the Evo One, with no water line
connection, giving you the freedom to install it wherever you need it.
The system can be complemented by a lockable cabinet, for safe,
secure and spill free product storage, as well as easy identification of
each product in use.
● Safe, accurate dosing
● No chemical wastage
● Cost control in your hands

Trigger Fill D057AEV

EVODOSE DILUTION 4
Dosing system

D063AEV

PRODUCT ID LABELS
AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE

Bucket Fill D058AEV

The Evodose Dilution 4 is a highly accurate, multi-product, venturi
dilution system, dispensing up to 4 products, into bottles and/or
buckets, at the turn of a dial.
The slim profile, and small footprint, makes it ideal for small cleaning
cupboards or where space is restricted. The unit is easy to install,
with quick connect fittings and can be complemented by lockable
cabinets, for safe, secure and spill free product storage.
The Evodose system dispenses the chosen product at the correct
dilution, eliminating inaccurate dosing or guesswork. Improving
the efficiency of cleaning process to deliver clean, hygienic
environments for customers and staff.

WALL BRACKETS
Wall brackets and cages are available when
using both 5 litre and 1 litre sized products.

● Multi-product, compact dosing
● No chemical wastage
● Safe, simple operation

2 x 5lt Horizontal cage
D078AEV
D081AEV

E:DOSE COMBI 4
Dosing unit

The Evans e:Dose Combi 4 is a one dial, four product, eight dilution,
wall mounted dispensing station. The system is simple and easy to
operate, with all 4 chemical products kept together in one place,
to be dispensed into bottles, buckets or floor care machines, safely
and with no chemical mixing.
The central chemical dispensing point uses pre-tipped bottles to
ensure dilution accuracy and cost control. The dosage can be easily
adjusted from 5 - 30ml, in increments of 5ml, giving flexibility in
use. The four lockable doors prevent unauthorised removal of the
products.
The water fed venturi system, is safe capped, thereby reducing
the risk of operators coming into direct contact with chemical
concentrates and its patented accupro pressure technology means
the system works well in a wide range of water pressures.
The Evans e:Dose Combi 4 is ideal for large scale sites.
D049AEV

5lt wall
bracket
D014AEV

1lt wall
bracket
D023AEV

SCREEN PRINTED BOTTLES
e:dose screen printed bottles are available
to purchase. these come in packs of 6.

EC2: D006AEV
EC4: D007AEV
EC6: D008AEV

EC7: D009AEV
EC8: D010AEV
EC9: D012AEV (600ml)
EC9: D035AEV (1lt)

CATERING & LAUNDRY
SOLID DISHWASH SYSTEM

WAREWASH 35

 Powerful cleaning with improved safety over liquids.
 Automatic dispensing provides proper dilution and controlled costs.
Out-of-product alarm, alerts you to
change the compact dishwash.
Takes Evans Dishwash Compact
4.5kg - equivalent of 15 litres of
liquid detergent.
 Concentrated solid bowl is easy to
handle and drop in; minimal training
and improved safety.
Less refilling, less storage and less
waste packaging.

 Offers extensive menus, allowing flexibility
of programming to suit requirements.
Combined dosing of detergent and rinse
aid into warewash machines.
Trouble free, quick installation and set-up
parameters.
 Can be dosed with or without a CD probe for
maximum adaptability.
Small, compact unit fits into small areas;
ideal where limited wall space.
Suitable for small and medium sized
machines.

Auto Dishwash

Auto Dishwash

Dosing unit D046AEV

Adaptor D047AEV

D060AEV

PRO DOSE R

MANUAL SINK PUMP

Tough, robust, wall-mounted dosing pump.
 Each push provides an accurate dose of product, which
can be adjusted between 5-30ml, in increments of 5ml.
 The flexible dosing arm can switch between sinks if only
one pump is fitted.
 The Pro Dose R prevents overdosing the detergent,
helping to keep costs under control.
 Ensures consistency of
detergent to water.
 Delivers clean, sparkling dishes
and glassware every time.

 Precise dose of detergent. Can be adjusted between 5-30ml,
in increments of 5ml.
Simple, user-friendly design.
 Quick recovery, to maintain accuracy during multiple doses.
Product can be stored above pump for use
in confined spaces.
Complete with directional
spout with rigid tubing.

Manual warewash

Manual warewash

D056AEV

D059AEV

SMART LAUNDRY 4 PUMP UNIT

BRIGHTLOGIC LAUNDRY 4 PUMP UNIT

A wide flow rate range, with fixed or selectable rates.
Designed for commercial sized washing machines.
Doses up to 3 chemical products simultaneously.
Can be programmed via the remote
control for ease of use.
Total dosing management assured.
Long-life pump motor.
Quick and easy installation.
Programming is password
protected for enhanced security.
Smart Laundry 2 pump unit
available.

Suitable with both intelligent and non-intelligent
laundry machines.
Bluetooth and wifi enabled for remote dosage adjustments.
Can be used in relay mode or with a formula select
programmer.
Easy to install and maintain, with
quick tube-change configuration.
 Patented, space saving design.

Laundry dosing

D062AEV

Laundry dosing

D065AEV

V1.0

DRAINS & HANDCARE
DRAIN PLUS

DD1 DRAIN DOSE

Uses the latest technology to ensure reliability
and ease of use. It can be set up for up to 48
daily dosing operations, with a digital display
counting down to the next dose.
Automatically meters exact dosing anytime of
the day or night, minimising chemical waste.

Designed for use with biological drain dosing
systems and comes with pre-programmed
delivery rates, making it quick and easy to
install. Powered by a specially designed
long-life battery; with normal use will last up
to 12 months. Safe for all kitchen and drainage
applications, it can be installed directly into
waste outlet pipes and grease traps.

Battery operated dosing unit

Mains connected dosing unit

 Easy installation, setting and programming.
 Easy to read, backlit display.
 Digital display provides visual verification.

 Doses chemicals at pre-set times.
 Long-life, battery powered.
 Direct installation to outlet pipes and traps

D066AEV

Replacement power pack: D067AEV

EVOLVE CARTRIDGE LIQUID

EVOLVE CARTRIDGE FOAM

 Ergonomic designed liquid soap dispenser.
 Easy, accurate, economical and hygienic.
 Soap cartridge has a unique connecting design.
 Cartridges are sealed to prevent contamination.
 Designed to make re-loading your dispenser
quick and easy.
 Dispenses 2ml - 500 doses per 1L cartridge.
 Empty cartridges are fully recyclable*.

 Ergonomic designed foam soap dispenser.
 Easy, accurate, economical and hygienic.
 Soap cartridge has a unique connecting design.
 Cartridges are sealed to prevent contamination
 Designed to make re-loading your dispenser
quick and easy.
 Dispenses 0.6ml - 1,667 doses per 1L cartridge.
 Empty cartridges are fully recyclable*.

Dispenser

D061AEV

Dispenser

D091AEV

D090AEV

* Please check local recycling.

We offer a range of after-sales support products, to assist and safeguard you and your customers:
 COSHH Online Training Course (RoSPA approved).
 Risk Assessment Management Portal.
 Site Surveys.
Contact your Area Sales Manager to find out more
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